
We are very pleased with the value that the Hosted PBX 
system adds to our small business by knowing that we 
can always be in contact with clients from anywhere.

- Jay Rayner, Financial Advisor, Assante Capital Management, Kingston, Ontario
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Give your business what it needs to succeed with a cost-effective 
and user-friendly office phone solution. 

The way businesses communicate is constantly changing, which makes equipping your team with the right tools 
to collaborate more important than ever.

Discover Cogeco’s Hosted PBX and Unified Communications solution, a fully integrated and all-inclusive hosted 
service that gives you access to the latest VoIP and unified communication features, without having to worry 
about any additional costs. This highly scalable phone system enables your business to be more mobile and stay 
connected to your partners and customers anytime, anywhere. 

This all-in-one phone service allows you to:

Work from anywhere Reduce costs

Benefit from high reliability Improve your responsivenessMaintain and upgrade your 
phone system easily

Maximize opportunities while 
staying in touch with customers 
and internal teams.

There are no upfront costs 
for hardware1 and no ongoing 
maintenance charges.

Delivered to your office over private 
fibre or cable access facilities, 
enhancing service quality and 
reliability. 

There’s no IT support necessary, 
and adding new features is done 
at no extra charge.

To better serve your customers, 
you can easily manage your 
system and resources through 
your customer portal.

Achieve full scalability

Whether you’re adding or removing 
users, it’s easy to adapt the system 
to your needs.

Hosted PBX



VoIP 9-1-1 Service features may differ from traditional wireline 9-1-1 services. Visit cogeco.ca/911 for more information. 1. Except for the purchase of phone sets with the Hosted PBX Basic or Unified package (phones 
are included in certain other packages). Available where technology permits. Taxes not included. Some restrictions may apply. Standard installation is free for fixed-term commitments of 36 months with a minimum 
number of 9 seats for Hosted PBX over cable. Installation, activation, and network connection charges may apply for non-standard installations. If the customer terminates the agreement before the expiry of their 
fixed-term commitment, one of the following termination fees will be applied. For Hosted PBX over cable, standard installation (a value of $700 for 10 seats or fewer, $1,050 from 11 to 20 seats, $1,330 for 21 to 
36 seats) and cancellation fees representing 50% of the remaining balance of the commitment; for Hosted PBX over Fibre, cancellation fees representing 60% of the remaining balance of the commitment. Non-
standard installation fees are not refundable. At the end of the fixed-term commitment, the then-current monthly fee shall apply for Hosted PBX over cable, and the then-current monthly fee shall be increased 
by twenty-five percent (25%) for Hosted PBX over Fibre, unless the customer agrees to a new fixed-term commitment under the conditions then applicable. Internet download and upload speeds may vary with 
Internet traffic, servers, and other factors. Cogeco reserves the right to take any actions deemed appropriate should there be any improper or abusive Internet use, as set out on the general terms of service and 
the Acceptable Use Policy (“AUP”). All provided equipment (including rented phone sets) remains Cogeco’s property. Equipment that is not provided or sold by Cogeco should not be connected to Cogeco’s service.

Our Business Solutions specialists can help you choose the perfect 
package for your business. 

Visit cogeco.ca/specialists

Discover a cloud-based phone system that’s as portable as your business – 
thanks to Cogeco’s latest Unified Communication features.

With Hosted PBX Unified Communications, you can connect your office to your remote employees, 
all under one phone system.

Need Internet service too?
We have a range of packages designed to suit the needs of any business. Choose a Hosted PBX package 
with our Business UltraFibre 80 unlimited Internet service included. Speed upgrades are also available.

Benefit from advanced applications that will help your business thrive.

Hosted PBX gives you:

• Customer Portal: Allows you to configure your phone system, and manage calls and    
 contacts with ease.

• Unified Desktop and Mobile app: With your mobile phone connected to your office    
 number, working remotely has never been easier.

• Unified Meeting: A solution that makes collaboration and video conferencing simple.

• Unified Messaging: Access and manage your voicemails and faxes from anywhere, 
 by email or phone.

• Call recording: Preserve and manage a large volume of information with an integrated dashboard.

• Audio conferencing: Stay connected and host hundreds of attendees with no restrictions.

• Premium attendant: Enjoy an automated receptionist service designed to adapt to various   
 department needs.

• Integrated Automatic Call Distribution (iACD): Build a small agent contact centre to deliver a better  
 customer service experience.

Over 40 advanced 
calling features

Unlimited calls within 
Canada and to the 
United States

Your choice of 
premium devices


